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Read Online Series Malone Cotton
Berry Steve Novel A Pursuit
Charlemagne The
Getting the books Series Malone Cotton Berry Steve Novel A Pursuit
Charlemagne The now is not type of challenging means. You could not by yourself
going later books increase or library or borrowing from your links to entrance them.
This is an enormously simple means to speciﬁcally get lead by on-line. This online
message Series Malone Cotton Berry Steve Novel A Pursuit Charlemagne The can be
one of the options to accompany you gone having extra time.
It will not waste your time. agree to me, the e-book will totally appearance you
further matter to read. Just invest little period to admission this on-line revelation
Series Malone Cotton Berry Steve Novel A Pursuit Charlemagne The as
without diﬃculty as evaluation them wherever you are now.

KEY=SERIES - STONE KARTER
THE MALTA EXCHANGE
Hachette UK The pulse-pounding new thriller featuring Cotton Malone. Perfect for
fans of Dan Brown, Sam Bourne and Scott Mariani. The pope is dead. Cardinals are
beginning to arrive at the Vatican to select his replacement, but one has ﬂed for
Malta in search of a document that dates back to the 4th century and Constantine
the Great. Former Justice Department operative Cotton Malone is in Italy, on the trail
of legendary letters between Winston Churchill and Benito Mussolini that could rewrite history. But someone else is after the same letters and, when Malone obtains
and then loses them, he's plunged into a hunt that draws the attention of the
legendary Knights of Malta. The knights are the only warrior-monks to survive into
modern times. Now they are a global humanitarian organization, but within their
ranks lurks the Secreti - an ancient sect intent on aﬀecting the coming papal
conclave. Malone races the rogue cardinal, the knights, the Secreti, and the clock to
ﬁnd what has been lost for centuries. Meanwhile, the election of the next pope hangs
in the balance.

THE 14TH COLONY
Minotaur Books

THE ALEXANDRIA LINK
BOOK 2
Hachette UK From the New York Times bestselling author, an ambitious and
explosive international thriller with an unexpected historical twist A hidden treasure.
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A forgotten truth. Cotton Malone is in trouble. His son has been kidnapped and his
bookshop in Copenhagen attacked, all because he is the only man alive who knows
the whereabouts of the Alexandria link - the means of locating the most important
cache of ancient knowledge ever assembled: the legendary Library of Alexandria,
which vanished without trace ﬁfteen hundred years ago. Now, Malone is forced to
join the search for a forgotten truth hidden within that vast literary treasure - a truth
that, if revealed, will have grave consequences, not only for Malone, but for the
balance of world power . . .

COTTON MALONE: BOOKS 1-4
Hachette UK The ﬁrst four Cotton Malone novels - The Templar Legacy, The
Alexandria Link, The Venetian Betrayal and >i>The Charlamagne Pursuit - collected
into a single book.

THE KAISER'S WEB
Hachette UK In bestselling author Steve Berry's stunning novel, former Justice
Department agent Cotton Malone encounters information from a secret World War II
dossier that, if proven true, would not only rewrite history - it could change the
political landscape of Europe forever. Two candidates are vying to become
Chancellor of Germany. One is a patriot who has served for many years, the other a
usurper, stoking the ﬂames of nationalistic hate. Both harbour secrets, but only one
knows the truth about the other. Everything turns on the events of one fateful day April 30, 1945 - and what happened deep beneath Berlin in the Führerbunker. Did
Adolf Hitler and Eva Braun die there? Did Martin Bormann, Hitler's close conﬁdant,
manage to escape? And possibly even more important, where did billions in Nazi
wealth disappear to in the waning days of the war? The answers to these questions
will determine who becomes the next Chancellor. Racing from Chile to South Africa,
and ﬁnally the secret vaults of Switzerland, former Justice Department agent Cotton
Malone must uncover the truth about the fates of Hitler, Braun, and Bormann revelations that could not only transform Europe, but ﬁnally expose a mystery known
as the Kaiser's Web.

THE WARSAW PROTOCOL
Hachette UK In the latest thrilling Cotton Malone adventure from international
bestseller Steve Berry, one by one the seven precious relics of the Arma Christi, the
weapons of Christ, are disappearing from sanctuaries across the world. After former
Justice Department agent Cotton Malone witnesses the theft of one of them, he
learns from his old boss, Stephanie Nelle, that a private auction is about to be held
where incriminating information on the president of Poland will be oﬀered to the
highest bidder - blackmail that both the United States and Russia want, but for vastly
diﬀerent reasons. The price of admission to that auction is one of the relics, so
Malone is ﬁrst sent to a castle in Poland to steal the Holy Lance, a thousand-year-old
spear sacred not only to Christians but to the Polish people, and then on to the
auction itself. But nothing goes as planned and Malone is thrust into a bloody battle
between three nations over information that, if exposed, could change the balance of
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power in Europe. From the tranquil canals of Bruges, to the elegant rooms of Wawel
Castle, to deep beneath the earth in an ancient Polish salt mine, Malone is caught in
the middle of a deadly war - the outcome of which turns on a secret known as the
Warsaw Protocol.

THE LAST KINGDOM
Hachette UK From celebrated New York Times bestselling author, Steve Berry, comes
the latest Cotton Malone adventure, in which the discovery of a lost historical
document challenges the global might of the United States. King Ludwig II of Bavaria
was an enigmatic ﬁgure who was deposed in 1886, mysteriously drowning three
days later. Eccentric to the point of madness, history tells us that in the years before
he died Ludwig engaged in a worldwide search for a new kingdom, one separate,
apart, and in lieu of Bavaria. A place he could retreat into and rule as he wished. But
a question remains: did he succeed? Enter Cotton Malone. After many months,
Malone's protégé, Luke Daniels, has managed to inﬁltrate a renegade group intent
on winning Bavarian independence from Germany. Daniels has also managed to gain
the trust of the prince of Bavaria, a frustrated second son intent on eliminating his
brother, the duke, and restoring the Wittelsbach monarchy, only now with him as
king. Everything hinges on a 19th century deed which proves that Ludwig's longrumored search bore fruit - legal title to lands that Germany, China, and the United
States all now want, only for vastly diﬀerent reasons. In a race across Bavaria for
clues hidden in Ludwig's three fairytale castles - Neuschwanstein, Linderhof and
Herrenchiemsee - Malone and Daniels battle an ever-growing list of deadly
adversaries, all intent on ﬁnding the last kingdom.

THE TEMPLAR LEGACY
BOOK 1
Hachette UK The ﬁrst explosive thriller in the Cotton Malone series from a New York
Times megaselling author. The ancient order of the Knights Templar possessed
untold wealth and absolute power, until the Inquisition destroyed them and their
riches were lost forever. But some people don't believe in 'forever'. Ex-agent Cotton
Malone used to work for Stephanie Nelle in the US Justice Department. Now Nelle
wants his help to crack a series of puzzles that have confounded experts for
centuries - and could lead to the legendary lost treasure of the Knights Templar. But
someone else is on the trail - someone prepared to commit the ultimate crime to win
the ultimate prize. Malone and Nelle ﬁnd themselves in a heart-stopping race
through the villages, castles and cloisters of Europe in pursuit of a secret that, in the
wrong hands, could bring the world to its knees.

THE MUSEUM OF MYSTERIES: A CASSIOPEIA VITT NOVELLA
Evil Eye Concepts, Incorporated Cassiopeia Vitt takes center stage in this exciting
novella from New York Times bestsellers M.J. Rose and Steve Berry. In the French
mountain village of Eze, Cassiopeia visits an old friend who owns and operates the
fabled Museum of Mysteries, a secretive place of the odd and arcane. When a
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robbery occurs at the museum, Cassiopeia gives chase to the thief and is plunged
into a ﬁrestorm. Through a mix of modern day intrigue and ancient alchemy,
Cassiopeia is propelled back and forth through time, the inexplicable journeys
leading her into a hotly contested French presidential election. Both candidates
harbor secrets they would prefer to keep quiet, but an ancient potion could make
that impossible. With intrigue that begins in southern France and ends in a chase
across the streets of Paris, this magical, fast-paced, hold-your-breath thriller is all
you’ve come to expect from M.J. Rose and Steve Berry.

THE EMPEROR'S TOMB
BOOK 6
Hachette UK A new Cotton Malone adventure that takes our hero from Europe to the
Far East in a race to unlock the mystery of an ancient tomb. Hearing that his old
friend Cassiopeia Vitt is in trouble, Malone follows the few clues he has and realises
that they are in the middle of something huge, involving Russian and US oil interests
and a centuries-old secret. After stumbling across two dead bodies and into the
crosshairs of his former boss, Malone ﬁnds himself in a race to unravel the mystery
of an emperor's tomb, a sinister society, and a deadly battle between two ruthless
men for supremacy in China - and the world.

THE BISHOP'S PAWN
Hachette UK The ﬁrst case of New York Times bestseller Steve Berry's iconic hero,
Cotton Malone. History notes that the ugly feud between J. Edgar Hoover and Martin
Luther King, Jr., marked by years of illegal surveillance and the accumulation of
secret ﬁles, ended on April 4, 1968 when King was assassinated by James Earl Ray.
But that may not have been the case. Now, ﬁfty years later, former Justice
Department agent Cotton Malone must reckon with what really happened on that
fateful day in Memphis. It all turns on an incident from eighteen years ago, when
Malone, a young Navy lawyer trying hard not to live up to his maverick reputation, is
asked by Stephanie Nelle at the Justice Department to help with an investigation. He
soon discovers that the Department and the FBI are at war over a hugely valuable
rare coin - and a cache of secret ﬁles containing explosive revelations about the King
assassination, information that could ruin innocent lives and threaten the legacy of
the civil rights movement's greatest martyr. Malone's decision to see his ﬁrst case
through to the end - from the clear waters of the Dry Tortugas to the halls of power
in Washington D.C. itself - not only changes his own life, but the course of history.

THE COTTON MALONE SERIES 9-BOOK BUNDLE
Ballantine Books Featuring the signature character of New York Times bestselling
author Steve Berry, the Cotton Malone novels fuse page-turning suspense and
fascinating historical insight into one heart-stopping thriller after another. “In
Malone, Berry has created a classic, complex hero.”—USA Today A former Justice
Department operative who can’t seem to stay out of trouble, Cotton Malone has
crisscrossed the globe on electrifying quests. With the smart and sexy Cassiopeia
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Vitt by his side, Malone faces down the world’s deadliest terrorists, assassins, and
con men—and unravels some of history’s most legendary and iconic mysteries along
the way. Now in one exclusive eBook bundle are the ﬁrst nine novels of Steve Berry’s
extraordinary series: THE TEMPLAR LEGACY THE ALEXANDRIA LINK THE VENETIAN
BETRAYAL THE CHARLEMAGNE PURSUIT THE PARIS VENDETTA THE EMPEROR’S
TOMB THE JEFFERSON KEY THE KING’S DECEPTION THE LINCOLN MYTH Also includes
the eBook short stories “The Balkan Escape,” “The Devil’s Gold,” and “The Admiral’s
Mark,” as well as the novella The Tudor Plot! Praise for Steve Berry and his Cotton
Malone novels “Steve Berry gets better and better with each new book.”—The
Huﬃngton Post “Berry has become the king of intrigue. You don’t just read a Steve
Berry novel. You live it.”—James Rollins “Berry raises this genre’s stakes.”—The New
York Times “I love this guy.”—#1 internationally bestselling author Lee Child
“Malone, a hero with a personal stake in the proceedings, is a welcome respite from
the cold, calculating superspies who litter the genre.”—Entertainment Weekly
“Richly detailed and fantastically suspenseful, this thriller grips the reader for a wild
literary ride that continues until the very last page.”—Tucson Citizen, on The
Templar Legacy “Bigger than life . . . The reader will be engaged from the ﬁrst page,
thrilled by the story, entertained by the characters, and spellbound by the author’s
sheer bravado. A must for high-adventure thriller fans.”—Booklist, on The Venetian
Betrayal “[An] amazing blend of suspense and history . . . [Readers] cannot go wrong
with Cotton Malone.”—Library Journal, on The Paris Vendetta “A superbly paced
novel of mystery and adventure . . . [Berry’s] love of history resonates throughout
this lively and imaginative tale.”—The Denver Post, on The Jeﬀerson Key “A Dan
Brown-ian secular conspiracy about the Virgin Queen driving nonstop international
intrigue.”—Kirkus Reviews, on The King’s Deception

THE PATRIOT THREAT
BOOK 10
Hachette UK A provocative thriller for fans of Dan Brown and David Baldacci, from
the top-ten New York Times bestselling author. The 16th Amendment to the
Constitution legalized federal income tax, but what if there were problems with the
1913 ratiﬁcation of that amendment? Problems that call into question decades of tax
collecting, and could even bring down the US economy. There is a surprising truth to
this possibility - a truth wholly entertained by Steve Berry in this fast-paced thriller.
His protagonist, Cotton Malone, once a member of an elite intelligence division
within the Justice Department known as the Magellan Billet, is now retired. But when
his former-boss, Stephanie Nelle, asks him to track a rogue North Korean who may
have acquired some top secret Treasury Department ﬁles - the kind that could bring
the United States to its knees. Malone is vaulted into a harrowing twenty-four-hour
chase that begins on the water in Venice and ends in the remote highlands of
Croatia. With appearances by Franklin Roosevelt, Andrew Mellon, and a curious
painting that still hangs in the National Gallery of Art, Steve Berry's trademark mix of
history and suspense is 90% fact and 10% exciting speculation.
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ANGLE OF INVESTIGATION
THREE HARRY BOSCH STORIES
Hachette UK LAPD Detective Harry Bosch tackles three tough cases that span a
legendary career in this never-before-collected trio of stories. In "Christmas Even,"
the case of a burglar killed in mid-heist leads Bosch to retrace a link to his past. In
"Father's Day," Bosch investigates a young boy's seemingly accidental death and
confronts his own fears as a father. In "Angle of Investigation," Bosch delves into one
of the ﬁrst homicides he ever worked back as a uniformed rookie patrolman, a case
that was left unsolved for decades. Together, these gripping stories span Bosch's
controversial career at the LAPD, and show the evolution of the haunted, legendary
investigator he would become. Utterly unputdownable, they are proof that "Connelly
never stops doling out the suspense....Once it grabs you in those ﬁrst few pages, it
won't let go of you" (Boston Globe).

THE BALKAN ESCAPE EBOOK
Hachette UK As a favor to enigmatic billionaire Henrik Thorvaldsen, Cassiopeia Vitt
treks into Bulgaria's Rila mountains in search of a buried stash of exceedingly rare
artifacts from a bygone civilization: the ancient tomb of a Thracian king. But when
her presence is discovered by a shadowy group of Russians secretly mining the area,
she needs a way out. Who to trust becomes the question, and her life depends on
choosing the right option.

THE CHARLEMAGNE PURSUIT
BOOK 4
Hachette UK A pacy international suspense thriller with a historical twist, from the
New York Times bestselling author. Ex-agent Cotton Malone wants to know what
really happened to his father, oﬃcially lost at sea when his submarine went down in
the north Atlantic in 1971. But when he uses his government contacts to obtain the
submarine's sealed ﬁle, he ﬁnds he is not the only person looking for answers.
Malone is in the line of ﬁre when he is attacked in an attempt to take the ﬁle. He is
pitched into a lethal power struggle between Dorothea Lindauer and Christl Falk,
twin sisters whose twisted ambition takes sibling rivalry to new levels. Malone and
the twins embark on a dangerous adventure involving Nazi explorations in
Antarctica, US government conspiracies, and a series of cryptic historical clues built
into the legend of Charlemagne. Forced to choose a side when neither can win,
Malone is determined to uncover the truth behind his father's death - but will he be
able to escape his own?

NIGHTSCAPE
David Morrell Acclaimed author David Morrell (First Blood, Creepers) is praised for his
riveting short ﬁction as much as he is for his best-selling thrillers. His stories
appeared in many Year’s Best anthologies and received prestigious awards. In his
second collection, Morrell leads you through an adrenaline-charged NightScape of
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serial killers, third world revolutionaries, a policeman stalking a murderous cult, a
son obsessed by his cryogenically frozen father, a psychology professor forced to
suﬀer intense conﬁnement, and a doctor combating an epidemic that he fears will
destroy the world. Complete with autobiographical introductions in which Morrell
links the stories to painful incidents in his life, NightScape includes a mini-novel, “Rio
Grande Gothic,” set in Morrell’s home of picturesque Santa Fe, New Mexico, where
mysterious shoes appear day-after-day in the middle of a road. Soon it becomes
shockingly evident that the shoes are the aftermath of ritual murders. Morrell
received the 2009 ThrillerMaster Award from the International Thriller Writers
organization. “Morrell, an absolute master of the thriller, plays by his own rules and
leaves you dazzled.” —Dean Koontz, New York Times bestselling author of Odd
Thomas. “David Morrell is, to me, the ﬁnest thriller writer living today, bar none.”
—Steve Berry, New York Times bestselling author of The Jeﬀerson Key

THE PARIS VENDETTA
BOOK 5
Hachette UK Steve Berry oﬀers his twistiest thriller yet, in a new adventure starring
Cotton Malone and a secret conspiracy dating back to Napoleon. A Cotton Malone
adventure involving a sinister conspiracy, a quest for vengeance, and a secret
treasure linked to Napoleon... 12.40 a.m. Copenhagen. Cotton Malone wakes up to
ﬁnd a stranger in his house, bearing bad news: Malone's closest and most dangerous
friend, Henrik Thorvaldsen, is in serious trouble - and the men who want to kill
Thorvaldsen are on Malone's doorstep. Thorvaldsen has been tracking a shadowy
group called the Paris Club. Not only does he believe that they are about to trigger a
global ﬁnancial meltdown, but also that one of the club's members murdered his
son, Cai, two years ago. Thorvaldsen won't rest until he has avenged his boy's death.
Dragged into his friend's schemes and secretly under pressure from the US
government to stop both Thorvaldsen and the Paris Club, Malone soon discovers that
the key to defeating the conspiracy and saving his friend's life - and his own - lies in
the past, and an astounding treasure that Napoleon took to his grave.

THE COTTON MALONE SERIES 8-BOOK BUNDLE
Ballantine Books Featuring the signature character of New York Times bestselling
author Steve Berry, the Cotton Malone novels fuse page-turning suspense and
fascinating historical insight into one heart-stopping thriller after another. “In
Malone, Berry has created a classic, complex hero.”—USA Today A former Justice
Department operative who can’t seem to stay out of trouble, Cotton Malone has
crisscrossed the globe on electrifying quests. With the smart and sexy Cassiopeia
Vitt by his side, Malone faces down the world’s deadliest terrorists, assassins, and
con men—and unravels some of history’s most legendary and iconic mysteries along
the way. Now in one exclusive eBook bundle are the ﬁrst eight novels of Steve
Berry’s extraordinary series: THE TEMPLAR LEGACY THE ALEXANDRIA LINK THE
VENETIAN BETRAYAL THE CHARLEMAGNE PURSUIT THE PARIS VENDETTA THE
EMPEROR’S TOMB THE JEFFERSON KEY THE KING’S DECEPTION Also includes the
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eBook novella The Tudor Plot as well as an excerpt from Steve Berry’s ninth Cotton
Malone novel, The Lincoln Myth! Praise for Steve Berry and his Cotton Malone novels
“Steve Berry gets better and better with each new book.”—The Huﬃngton Post
“Berry has become the king of intrigue. You don’t just read a Steve Berry novel. You
live it.”—James Rollins “Berry raises this genre’s stakes.”—The New York Times “I
love this guy.”—#1 internationally bestselling author Lee Child “Malone, a hero with
a personal stake in the proceedings, is a welcome respite from the cold, calculating
superspies who litter the genre.”—Entertainment Weekly “Richly detailed and
fantastically suspenseful, this thriller grips the reader for a wild literary ride that
continues until the very last page.”—Tucson Citizen, on The Templar Legacy “Bigger
than life . . . The reader will be engaged from the ﬁrst page, thrilled by the story,
entertained by the characters, and spellbound by the author’s sheer bravado. A must
for high-adventure thriller fans.”—Booklist, on The Venetian Betrayal “[An] amazing
blend of suspense and history . . . [Readers] cannot go wrong with Cotton
Malone.”—Library Journal, on The Paris Vendetta “A superbly paced novel of mystery
and adventure . . . [Berry’s] love of history resonates throughout this lively and
imaginative tale.”—The Denver Post, on The Jeﬀerson Key “A Dan Brown-ian secular
conspiracy about the Virgin Queen driving nonstop international intrigue.”—Kirkus
Reviews, on The King’s Deception

THE TUDOR PLOT: A COTTON MALONE NOVELLA
Ballantine Books In this original eBook novella by the New York Times bestselling
author of The King’s Deception, globetrotting intelligence agent Cotton Malone is
lured into dangerous intrigue surrounding the world’s most famous royals—and
uncovers a murderous conspiracy of terrorists and traitors, all born from an ancient
tale of Saxon history. “In Malone, [Steve] Berry has created a classic, complex
hero.”—USA Today In England to participate in the trial of suspected international
terrorists, Justice Department agent Cotton Malone is mysteriously summoned to an
audience with the Queen of England. A cryptic call has warned of looming danger to
the ailing queen’s son and grandson—the next two heirs in line for the throne. And
when the source of that ominous information, a notorious tabloid publisher, dies
mysteriously, the royal family has reason to fear a genuine conspiracy. But they also
suspect that the enemy lies within—and no one at Buckingham Palace, or even the
nation’s own Secret Intelligence Service, can be trusted. Now it’s up to Malone to
discover the truth. Matching wits with a power-mad politician and a vicious royal blue
blood, he must race against time through the streets of London to the forbidden
reaches of Iceland, all to stop a monstrous plot to seize the monarchy—one that
stretches back to the time of Arthur. Praise for Steve Berry and his Cotton Malone
series “Malone, a hero with a personal stake in the proceedings, is a welcome respite
from the cold, calculating superspies who litter the genre.”—Entertainment Weekly
“Steve Berry gets better and better with each new book.”—The Huﬃngton Post
“Savvy readers . . . cannot go wrong with Cotton Malone.”—Library Journal “Berry
raises this genre’s stakes.”—The New York Times “I love this guy.”—#1 New York
Times bestselling author Lee Child
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THE LOST ORDER
A NOVEL
Minotaur Books The Knights of the Golden Circle was the largest and most dangerous
clandestine organization in American history. It amassed billions in stolen gold and
silver, all buried in hidden caches across the United States. Since 1865 treasure
hunters have searched, but little of that immense wealth has ever been found. Now,
one hundred and sixty years later, two factions of what remains of the Knights of the
Golden Circle want that lost treasure—one to spend it for their own ends, the other
to preserve it. Thrust into this battle is former Justice Department agent Cotton
Malone, whose connection to the knights is far deeper than he ever imagined. At the
center is the Smithsonian Institution—linked to the knights, its treasure, and Malone
himself through an ancestor, a Confederate spy named Angus “Cotton” Adams,
whose story holds the key to everything. Complicating matters are the political
ambitions of a reckless Speaker of the House and the bitter widow of a United States
Senator, who together are planning radical changes to the country. And while Malone
and Cassiopeia Vitt face the past, ex-president Danny Daniels and Stephanie Nelle
confront a new and unexpected challenge, a threat that may cost one of them their
life. From the backrooms of the Smithsonian to the deepest woods in rural Arkansas,
and ﬁnally up into the rugged mountains of northern New Mexico, The Lost Order by
Steve Berry is a perilous adventure into our country’s dark past, and a potentially
even darker future.

RULES OF WAR
A THRILLER
Pocket Books Following the events of the “fast, hard-hitting, and impossible to put
down” (The Real Book Spy) Field of Valor, Logan West continues his mission to bring
America’s traitorous vice president to justice, even as the clandestine group pulling
all the strings makes one last deadly bid to regain their power. The vice president of
the United States is missing, the director of the National Security Agency has been
assassinated, and the mysterious organization orchestrating global instability is in
tatters. While John Quick recovers from a gunshot wound that nearly killed him,
Logan West is on the hunt to bring the vice president back to the United States to
face justice for his treason. The ﬁnal stakes have never been higher and Logan and
his task force are left with little to no options. Will it be this warrior’s end? “Packed
with action, intrigue, and a rising sense of hair-raising, high-stakes chaos,” (Ben
Coes, New York Times bestselling author), Rules of War is an authentic, timely, and
relentless thriller that will sink its teeth in you.

THE KING'S DECEPTION
BOOK 8
Hachette UK There is a secret from our history - 500 years old - startling in its
revelations and devastating in its political impact. A secret that has, thankfully,
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stayed hidden. Until now. Former Justice Department agent, Cotton Malone, travels
to England and ﬁnds himself caught in a dark conspiracy born long ago, in the time
of the Tudors. Now both the CIA and MI6 seem to be competing to uncover the
mystery and, for Malone, supposedly on holiday with his son, Gary, it's not just the
action which comes thick and fast. When Gary disappears, Malone is forced into a
race against time, as he battles to decipher a puzzle that leads him from the Middle
Temple to the chapel at Windsor Castle, from an Oxford college to the sewers
beneath Hampton Court. With assassins, traitors, spies, and dangerous disciples of a
secret society closing in, Malone discovers that the solution to the mystery will not
only draw him into a lethal trap, but force him closer to his own troubling past. And a
shocking revelation.

THE LINCOLN MYTH
A NOVEL
Cotton Malone American President Cotton Malone tackles the secrets of Mormonism,
a U.S. Senator's stealthy secession plan, and a history-shaping letter that was
handed down through the chief executive line.

THE JEFFERSON KEY
A NOVEL
Cotton Malone Cotton Malone battles a group of families whose inﬂuence dates back
to the U.S. Constitution and who seeks to crack a code devised by Thomas Jeﬀerson
himself in their quest for power. Reprint.

THE VENETIAN BETRAYAL
A NOVEL
Random House Digital, Inc. A miraculous healing serum, kept secret by an ancient
puzzle and buried with the mummiﬁed remains of Alexander the Great--in a tomb
lost to the ages for more than 1,500 years--is the coveted prize for a cunning despot
unless Cotton Malone, former U.S. Ju

THE KING'S DECEPTION
A NOVEL
When escalating political tensions between the United States and England put his
son, Gary, in the hands of a man with a shadowy and intensely personal agenda,
Cotton Malone ﬁnds himself confronting a baﬄing historical mystery that questions
the legitimacy of Elizabeth I. By the best-selling author of The Jeﬀerson Key.

MISSION CRITICAL
Hachette UK From Mark Greaney, the New York Times bestselling author of
Gunmetal Gray and a co-author of Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan novels, comes a highstakes thriller featuring the world's most dangerous assassin: the Gray Man. Court
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Gentry's ﬂight on a CIA transport plane is interrupted when a security team brings a
hooded man aboard. They want to kick Gentry oﬀ the ﬂight but are overruled by CIA
headquarters. The mystery man is being transported to England where a joint
CIA/MI6 team will interrogate him about a mole in Langley. When they land in an
isolated airbase in the UK, they are attacked by a hostile force and the prisoner is
kidnapped. Only Gentry escapes. His handlers send him after the attackers, but what
can one operative do against a trained team of assassins? A lot, when that operative
is the Gray Man.

IN SESSION
Evil Eye Concepts, Incorporated In Session: Dr. Morgan Snow with Steve Berry's
Cotton Malone, Lee Child's Jack Reacher & Barry Eisler's John Rain IN SESSION from
international bestseller M.J. Rose, features the return of Dr. Morgan Snow, in a brandnew story collection! As a therapist specializing in sexual issues, psychiatrist Dr.
Morgan Snow isn't easily shocked, or shaken, as readers of the popular "Butterﬁeld
Institute" novels know. There are times, however, when the need for her services
leads her out of the oﬃce... and into unfamiliar worlds. In these stories the therapist
matches her wits -and her training - against three men of mystery: Jack Reacher,
John Rain, and Cotton Malone. Those characters are, of course, familiar to readers as
the creations, respectively, of NYT bestselling authors Lee Child, Barry Eisler, and
Steve Berry. All three swore that their characters would never agree to therapy unless Rose found a way to get then there. And she did. In EXTENUATING
CIRCUMSTANCES with Steve Berry's Cotton Malone, a woman seeks help for her
lover, and sends Dr. Snow overseas on a most unusual house call.... DECISIONS,
DECISIONS where Barry Eisler's John Rain forces Dr. Snow out of her own comfort
zone, and into the world of a former patient's worst nightmare... And KNOWING
YOU'RE ALIVE with Lee Child's Jack Reacher results in revelations for both the injured
Dr. Snow, and her unexpected savior/patient... A share of the proceeds of the ebook
will be donated to David Baldacci's Wish You Well Foundation, supporting family
literacy. (wishyouwellfoundation.org/) These characters are the creations,
respectively, of NYT bestselling authors Lee Child, Barry Eisler, and Steve Berry, and
are used with their full knowledge and participation.

PAST PROLOGUE
Simon and Schuster Where should we go? All that we knew is gone, and all that we
have is each other… In this short story from the thrilling anthology MatchUp,
bestselling authors Diana Gabaldon and Steve Berry—along with their popular series
characters Jamie Fraser and Cotton Malone—team up for the ﬁrst time ever.

THE VENETIAN BETRAYAL
BOOK 3
Hachette UK A pacy international thriller with a historical twist, from the New York
Times bestselling author. Cotton Malone is back and the stakes were never higher: a
deadly virus that could wipe out civilisation as we know it - and a cure that lies
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buried in the past. The Venetian League, a secret group of 45 political and economic
leaders from around the world, has joined forces with a coalition of former Soviet
republics to create a potentially devastating biological weapon, a bird ﬂu-like virus
that has been artiﬁcially mutated to pass from human to human. Whoever develops
the cure would control the future of global warfare. Yet that cure may have been
discovered centuries ago, and if so the clue to the location of the formula lies buried
with Alexander the Great. When Cotton Malone's former companion Cassiopeia Vitt
hears about it, she and Cotton join the hunt for Alexander's long-lost tomb, and what
at ﬁrst seems to Cotton a wild quest for the answer to a perplexing historical riddle
becomes a harrowing ﬁght for truth that has unimaginable repercussions, both
geopolitical and terrifyingly personal.

THE 14TH COLONY
BOOK 11
Hachette UK The electrifying new Cotton Malone thriller by international bestseller
Steve Berry. People say the Cold War is coming back. For some, it never went away.
Shot down over Siberia in what was to be a simple meet-and-greet mission, exJustice Department agent Cotton Malone is forced into a ﬁght for survival against
Aleksandr Zorin, whose loyalty to the former Soviet Union has festered for decades
into an intense hatred of the United States. Before escaping, Malone learns that
Zorin is headed for North America to join another long-term sleeper embedded in the
West. Armed with a Soviet weapon long thought to be just a myth, Zorin is aided by
a shocking secret hidden in the archives of America's oldest fraternal organization,
the Society of Cincinnati. Past presidents used this group's military oﬀensive including advice on the invasion of what was to be America's 14th Colony - Canada.
Inauguration Day for a new President of the U.S.A. is only hours away. Zorin's deadly
plan is timed to bring about political chaos. In a race against the clock from Russia to
the White House itself, Malone must not only battle Zorin, he must also confront his
deepest fear, a crippling weakness that he's long denied but one that now
jeopardizes everything. Steve Berry's trademark mix of fact, ﬁction, history and
speculation is all here in this fast-paced and utterly compelling new thriller.

THE PARIS VENDETTA
Random House Digital, Inc. Awakened by a housebreaking stranger who is revealed
to be a friend of Henrik Thorvaldsen and the father of a young man he once tried to
save, Cotton Malone ﬂees with the intruder when they are pursued by a shadowy
organization.

THE VATICAN SECRET (JOE MASON, BOOK 1)
HarperCollins UK ‘This 5-star thriller is a non-stop action-packed adventure... Reads
like the latest blockbuster ﬁlm... I was left breathless, my heart pounding as I turned
the last page’ NetGalley review, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ You’ve cracked the Da Vinci code, now
uncover the Vatican secret...
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THE LOST ORDER
A NOVEL
St. Martin's Griﬃn The Lost Order continues renowned New York Times top 5
bestseller Steve Berry’s Cotton Malone series with another riveting, history-based
thriller. The Knights of the Golden Circle was the largest and most dangerous
clandestine organization in American history. It amassed billions in stolen gold and
silver, all buried in hidden caches across the United States. Since 1865 treasure
hunters have searched, but little of that immense wealth has ever been found. Now,
one hundred and sixty years later, two factions of what remains of the Knights of the
Golden Circle want that lost treasure—one to spend it for their own ends, the other
to preserve it. Thrust into this battle is former Justice Department agent Cotton
Malone, whose connection to the knights is far deeper than he ever imagined. At the
center is the Smithsonian Institution—linked to the knights, its treasure, and Malone
himself through an ancestor, a Confederate spy named Angus “Cotton” Adams,
whose story holds the key to everything. Complicating matters are the political
ambitions of a reckless Speaker of the House and the bitter widow of a United States
Senator, who together are planning radical changes to the country. And while Malone
and Cassiopeia Vitt face the past, ex-president Danny Daniels and Stephanie Nelle
confront a new and unexpected challenge, a threat that may cost one of them their
life. From the backrooms of the Smithsonian to the deepest woods in rural Arkansas,
and ﬁnally up into the rugged mountains of northern New Mexico, The Lost Order by
Steve Berry is a perilous adventure into our country’s dark past, and a potentially
even darker future.

THE OMEGA FACTOR
Grand Central Publishing "Dan Brown fans will want to check this one out"
(Publishers Weekly): The Ghent Altarpiece is the most violated work of art in the
world. Thirteen times it has been vandalized, dismantled, or stolen. Why? What
secrets does it hold? Enter UNESCO investigator, Nicholas Lee, who works for the
United Nations’ Cultural Liaison and Investigative Oﬃce (CLIO). Nick’s job is to
protect the world’s cultural artifacts—anything and everything from countless lesserknown objects to national treasures. When Nick travels to Belgium for a visit with a
woman from his past, he unwittingly stumbles on the trail of a legendary panel from
the Ghent Altarpiece, stolen in 1934 under cover of night and never seen since. Soon
Nick is plunged into a bitter conﬂict, one that has been simmering for nearly two
thousand years. On one side is the Maidens of Saint-Michael, les Vautours—the
Vultures—a secret order of nuns and the guardians of a great truth. Pitted against
them is the Vatican, which has wanted for centuries to both ﬁnd and possess what
the nuns guard. Because of Nick the maidens have ﬁnally been exposed, their secret
placed in dire jeopardy—a vulnerability that the Vatican swiftly moves to exploit
utilizing an ambitious cardinal and a corrupt archbishop, both with agendas of their
own. From the tranquil canals of Ghent, to the towering bastions of Carcassonne,
and ﬁnally into an ancient abbey high in the French Pyrenees, Nick Lee must
confront a modern-day religious crusade intent on eliminating a shocking truth from
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humanity’s past. Success or failure—life and death—all turn on the Omega Factor.

THE LINCOLN MYTH
A NOVEL
Ballantine Books NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A Cotton Malone adventure
involving a ﬂaw in the United States Constitution, a mystery about Abraham Lincoln,
and a political issue that’s as explosive as it is timely—not only in Malone’s world,
but in ours September 1861: All is not as it seems. With these cryptic words, a
shocking secret passed down from president to president comes to rest in the hands
of Abraham Lincoln. And as the ﬁrst bloody clashes of the Civil War unfold, Lincoln
alone must decide how best to use this volatile knowledge: save thousands of
American lives, or keep the young nation from being torn apart forever? The present:
In Utah, the fabled remains of Mormon pioneers whose nineteenth-century
expedition across the desert met with a murderous end have been uncovered. In
Washington, D.C., the oﬃcial investigation of an international entrepreneur, an elder
in the Mormon church, has sparked a political battle between the White House and a
powerful United States senator. In Denmark, a Justice Department agent, missing in
action, has fallen into the hands of a dangerous zealot—a man driven by divine
visions to make a prophet’s words reality. And in a matter of a few short hours,
Cotton Malone has gone from quietly selling books at his shop in Denmark to
dodging bullets in a high-speed boat chase. All it takes is a phone call from his
former boss in Washington, and suddenly the ex-agent is racing to rescue an
informant carrying critical intelligence. It’s just the kind of perilous business that
Malone has been trying to leave behind, ever since he retired from the Justice
Department. But once he draws enemy blood, Malone is plunged into a deadly
conﬂict—a constitutional war secretly set in motion more than two hundred years
ago by America’s Founding Fathers. From the streets of Copenhagen to the
catacombs of Salzburg to the rugged mountains of Utah, the grim specter of the Civil
War looms as a dangerous conspiracy gathers power. Malone risks life, liberty, and
his greatest love in a race for the truth about Abraham Lincoln—while the fate of the
United States of America hangs in the balance. Praise for Steve Berry and his Cotton
Malone series “In Malone, [Steve] Berry has created a classic, complex hero.”—USA
Today “Malone, a hero with a personal stake in the proceedings, is a welcome
respite from the cold, calculating superspies who litter the genre.”—Entertainment
Weekly “Steve Berry gets better and better with each new book.”—The Huﬃngton
Post “Savvy readers . . . cannot go wrong with Cotton Malone.”—Library Journal
“Berry raises this genre’s stakes.”—The New York Times “I love this guy.”—#1 New
York Times bestselling author Lee Child

THREE TALES FROM THE WORLD OF COTTON MALONE: THE BALKAN
ESCAPE, THE DEVIL'S GOLD, AND THE ADMIRAL'S MARK (SHORT
STORIES)
Ballantine Books Steve Berry’s bestselling thrillers have mesmerized suspense fans
around the world, but his novels alone can’t contain all the exciting exploits of death-
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defying agent Cotton Malone and his smart, sexy sidekick, Cassiopeia Vitt. Catch all
the action between the blockbusters in this trio of suspenseful short stories that
capture Cotton and Cassiopeia at their history-hunting, heart-stopping best. Read
them as prequels to Cotton’s full-length epics or stunning stand-alone adventures.
Either way, this eBook bundle packs all the punch adrenaline junkies have come to
expect from the bold imagination of Steve Berry. “In Malone, Berry has created a
classic, complex hero.”—USA Today THE BALKAN ESCAPE Prequel to The Emperor’s
Tomb As a favor to enigmatic billionaire Henrik Thorvaldsen, Cassiopeia Vitt treks
into Bulgaria’s Rila mountains in search of a buried stash of exceedingly rare
artifacts from a bygone civilization: the ancient tomb of a Thracian king. But when
her presence is discovered by a shadowy group of Russians secretly mining the area,
she needs a way out. Whom can I trust? becomes the question, and her life depends
on making the right decision. THE DEVIL’S GOLD Prequel to The Jeﬀerson Key For
eight years he’s been plotting, waiting, scheming to kill Federal agents Christopher
Combs and Cotton Malone, whom he blames for the loss of his career. But as rogue
agent Jonathan Wyatt prepares for a ﬁnal confrontation in a remote South American
village, he makes a discovery that stretches back to the horrors of World War II, to
the astounding secret of a child’s birth, to Martin Bormann and Eva Braun—and to a
fortune in lost gold. THE ADMIRAL’S MARK Prequel to The Columbus Aﬀair Cotton
Malone never cared for the shady dealings of his brother-in-law, Scott Brown. But
after Scott dies while scuba diving, Malone heads to Haiti where he learns that,
beneath the crystal clear waters, his brother-in-law had found the sunken wreckage
of the Santa Maria, the fabled ﬂagship of Christopher Columbus. Setting out to piece
together what happened, Malone quickly realizes that he’s not the only man there
with questions—and that he’ll have to ﬁght just to get out of Haiti alive.

THE AMBER ROOM
Hachette UK Rachel Cutler loves her job and her kids, and remains civil to her exhusband, Paul. But everything changes when her father dies under suspicious
circumstances, leaving behind clues to a treasure called the Amber Room, one of the
most intriguing mysteries of the last century. Desperate for the truth, Rachel takes
oﬀ for Germany, with Paul close behind. Before long, they're in over their heads.
Locked into a treacherous game with professional killers, Rachel and Paul ﬁnd
themselves on a collision course with the forces of greed, power and history itself...

THE WHOLE TRUTH
Pan Macmillan The Whole Truth by David Baldacci is a terrifying global thriller that
delivers all the twists and turns, emotional drama, unforgettable characters and
can't-put-it-down pacing that Baldacci fans expect – and still goes beyond anything
he's written before. 'I need a war . . .' Nicolas Creel, a super-rich arms dealer,
decides that the best way to boost his business is to start a new cold war – and he
won't let anything or anyone get in his way. As international tensions rise and the
superpowers line up against each other, the lives of three very diﬀerent people will
never be the same again. As intelligence agent Shaw, academic Anna Fischer and
ambitious journalist Katie James are all drawn into Creel's games, can anything stop
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the world from spiralling out of control? The Whole Truth is followed by a second
Shaw and Katie James novel, Deliver Us From Evil.
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